
 

The Gospel Of John 
Bible Study Outline 

Focus 
Just as we typically focus most of our expositional studies on the revealed content of the text, we seek to do the 
same with John.  However, we want to have a particular focus on the lessons we can personally and practically 
learn by observing how Jesus lived.  Our objective is to uncover the applicable lessons of Jesus’ life for us as we 
seek to embrace a life lived in the Jesus Way.  

Outline 
Lesson 1 
Passage: John 1:1-18 
Topic: Jesus lives the way He does out of who He is in relationship to the Father and Holy Spirit.  He has 

authority to create and power to serve/save because of His life in the Trinity. 
Worldview: Authority, Identity 

Lesson 2 
Passage: John 3:1-21 
Topic: Jesus demonstrates his missional heart in his interactions with Nicodemus.  He is willing to meet 

Nicodemus where he is, challenge him on the truth as he contextualized the message for 
Nicodemus, that he might hear and believe it.  

Worldview: Identity, Mission, Righteousness  

Lesson 3 
Passage: John 4:1-42 
Topic: Jesus interacts with the woman at the well.  He looks beyond her social status as a harlot and 

outcast and relates to her personally.  He also demonstrates this lifestyle before the watching 
disciples as a model for us as we disciple others into mission.  

Worldview: Identity, Love, Mission 

Lesson 4 
Passage: John 5:19-47 
Topic: Jesus proclaims himself as the Savior by virtue of the Father’s word.  He publicly states and 

demonstrates his complete dependency on the Father’s authority. 
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Worldview: Faith 

Lesson 5 
Passage: John 11 
Topic: Jesus demonstrates the reality of a missional heart in a broken world.  His sympathy, care, and 

healing of Lazarus shows us what it means to love the world, empathize with people, and view 
them the way the Father does. 

Worldview: Mission, Love 

Lesson 6 
Passage: John 15 
Topic: Jesus explains how He lived and how we must live on mission.  His description of dependency on 

the Father is more vivid here than anywhere else in Scripture. 
Worldview: Faith, Righteousness, Identity 

Lesson 7 
Passage: John 17 
Topic: Jesus shows us his personal communion with the Father and how deeply He cares about us living 

in the Jesus Way.  He also connects the principle of living in the Jesus Way with the mission of God. 
Worldview: Mission, Faith 

Lesson 8 
Passage: John 18-19 
Topic: Jesus demonstrates the picture of a life lived on mission.  Trusting the power of the Spirit to lead 

him to sacrifice his desires for that of the Father’s.  He pays the ultimate missional price - his life for 
the good of others. 

Worldview: Mission, Hope 

Lesson 9 
Passage: John 20-21 
Topic: Jesus is the Mission!  But, not only does he accomplish redemption for us, he does it through 

defeating Satan by conquering the grave.  He also models the fuel of the mission of God, which is 
multiplication by raising up others and sending them out. 

Worldview: Mission, Opposition 

Theology 
The Gospel of John does have a number of theological challenges that we need to be aware of.  With 
consideration to our church family, it’s not likely that these challenges will be overwhelming and, in reality, might 
not even arise.  However, there is wisdom in being prepared and knowing some of the areas that might pose 
challenges within your missional community from believers and investigating unbelievers alike. 

Authority Of Jesus (John 1:1-5) 
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John begins his letter by making an explicit and bold claim that Jesus has supreme authority over all things 
because of His pre-existence to and creation of all things.  This is not a theological issue that is challenged by 
most Christians, but it is certainly challenged in the global pool of ideas from the world system.  

Creation By Jesus (John 1:1-5) 
The biblical doctrine of creation is authoritative and we believe it to be absolutely true as inspired.  Creation by 
the authority of Jesus is fundamental to our biblical theology.  This is in contrast to all other origin hypotheses 
presented in our culture.  That being said, we also realize there is room for variant interpretations of how an 
authoritative Jesus-empowered creation might have taken place.  Theories like Day-Age and the concept that 
Jesus created the earth and triggered an evolutionary process can all be rectified with the basic premise of John 
1:1-5.  The most central principle is that we stand firmly on who instigated and empowered the creative process; 
namely Jesus alone. 

Incarnation Of Jesus (John 1:14) 
This is not commonly challenged in the Christian Church, but it is definitely a challenged concept among 
unbelievers.  There is less available to us in this doctrinal principle in terms of preparation because our defense is 
relatively simple.   

• We believe in the veracity of the Bible. 
• We believe that the Bible is inspired by God alone. 
• We believe the Bible when it says that Jesus is the Son of God who existed with God the Father before 

creation, and then, sometime after creation, entered into His creation in human form. 
The reason that this doctrine must be defended is not only because the Scriptures claim its truth, but that it is the 
central truth upon which our redemption and restoration are built.  It is indeed the defining and distinctive 
doctrine from all other forms of religion. 

Salvation Through Jesus (John 3:3-21) 
Jesus makes clear the two most essential components of human redemption:  

• Mankind must be born again (redeemed out of their lost state) 
• He alone provides that salvation through faith in Him alone.   

Without these two issues being settled and abundantly clear in the mind of the lost person, we cannot guarantee 
that they are saved. 

Current world-system trends clearly oppose Jesus on both of these fundamental truths.  The basic view of most 
people is that humankind is intrinsically good, but experientially confused and negatively affected by others, 
which instigates their evil behavior.  The world also vehemently opposes the truth that people need to be born 
again.  Lost people and even some confused Christians would agree that people need a little reformation of 
character, but they stop at stating that people need fundamentally rebooted because of intrinsic sin.   

Jesus also makes it abundantly clear that He alone rectifies the basic problems with humanity.  He alone was 
perfect, he alone could provide a perfect substitutionary death replacement for each of us.  This IS the gospel.  
Not only is Jesus the only option for redemption, but Jesus makes clear that there is only one means by which His 
work can redeem us and that means is faith alone.  Broken, fallen people are intrinsically unable to redeem 
themselves; they can do nothing to earn salvation. Their only option is to understand this truth and believe in the 
work of Christ alone. 
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Eternal Security/Lordship Theology/Calvinism (John 15:6) 
In John 15, there is one verse that is often used as proof text for teaching that believers can lose their salvation if 
they do not continue to faithfully follow Christ and live holy lives.   

This view is propagated by a few systems of theological interpretation that have a long-standing, historical 
presence, but are also seeing a present-day resurgence.  The roots of this interpretation are found in the 
theological system known as Westminster Calvinism (Five-Point Calvinism), which organizes the theology of 
salvation around the acrostic T.U.L.I.P.  Each letter of the acrostic represents a key concept of their view of 
salvation, with the last letter “P” representing the concept of perseverance.  In their interpretation, “perseverance” 
means that all those who believe in Jesus will visibly show the evidence of their salvation by living holy lives.  They 
falsely conclude that, if someone does not show the evidence of a fruitful and holy life, then, they were not saved 
to begin with or were merely professing faith; but not truly believing.  This is highly problematic for a number of 
reasons, one being that a person’s works must then prove their salvation, effectively making works a condition of 
salvation. 

It is from this framework of interpretation that many will misinterpret John 15:6.  The analogy in the verse presents 
a picture of wine branches that are connected to the vine which cause their growth of good fruit.  In the analogy, 
we as believers are the branches and Jesus is the vine; as we are connected to Him, He causes growth in us in 
holiness.  Jesus then moves in the analogy to state that the branches which do not bear fruit are taken away and 
burned.  Inappropriate interpretations of this analogy conclude that believers either lose their salvation 
(Arminian) or were never believers to begin with (Calvinism).   
In the context (vs.3), we see that Jesus is clearly talking about believers, so we can rule out the idea that He is 
speaking to those who aren’t saved yet.  But, in fact, He is speaking about voluntarily unfaithful and ineffective 
believers.  The question then is how to interpret the idea that they are “taken out and burned.”  In the analogy, 
Jesus uses a common practice for how the vintner’s removed ineffective branches.  This analogy merely 
represents how God will remove ineffective believers from the opportunity to live for eternal rewards as a form of 
earthly punishment/discipline.  The analogy of fire as a means of temporal punishment/discipline/refinement 
(not eternal punishment) is well established in the Scriptures.    

Resurrection Of Jesus 
John also recounts the resurrection of Jesus, which is a hotly debated idea in the world today.  Many will 
acknowledge the goodness of Jesus, but seek to rob Him of the resurrection for one key reason: the resurrection 
validates His claim to being the Son of God.  This has been validated internally in the Scriptures by key 
eyewitnesses, and it also has been substantiated by extra-biblical writings.  We do however concur that it is not 
something we can “prove,” but rather something that we believe for many reasons.  It is absolutely key to 
everything we believe and practice as the family of God. 

Application 
As you prepare to lead others into exchanging the lies they are believing for truth, it is important that you take 
some time to reflect and consider the practical challenges that you personally face in living the Jesus Way:   

• What does it look like to live in the Trinity as Jesus did?  
• What can you personally do to embrace an authentic the Jesus Way kind of life? 
• What steps do you need to take today to realign your heart to pursuing Jesus? 
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Once you have prayed over and reflected on these things, begin to formulate your thoughts on how this might 
impact the individuals in your MC.  What might be some practical areas of their lives that need to be affected by 
this truth?  This prayerful preparation will position you to more effectively help others exchange their lies for truth 
and live in the new reality that God desires for them.
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